process involves translating distance travelled with changes in direction of movement either 73 relative to our allocentric or egocentric orientation (Burgess, 2006) . Multisensory (visual,  74 self-motion, vestibular and proprioceptive) feedback combine egocentric and allocentric 75 frames of reference, allowing path integration to continuously update this information, 76 allowing one to keep track of one's position in space (Coughlan et al., 2018a; Rieser, 1989 ). 77 78 Egocentric orientation relies more on the prefrontal and parietal cortex to localise the position 79 of objects relative to the body (Arnold, Burles, bray, Levy and Giuseppe, 2014; Goodale & 80
Milner, 1992), the precuneus then uses these location cues to form the basis of an egocentric 81 representation of the surrounding space, integrating self-motion cues with the egocentric 82 reference frame (Woblers and Weiner, 2014). While, allocentric orientation is reliant on the 83 formation of maps using place, grid and boundary vector cells situated mainly in the medial 84 temporal lobe (Coughlan et al., 2018a; Lester et al., 2017) . The integration of egocentric and 85 allocentric frames occurs in the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), which is a critical interface 86
between the medial temporal and medial parietal regions (Alexander & Nitz, 2015) . Dorsal-87 medial regions of the RSC are thought to be implicated in orientating and recalling unseen 88 locations from a current position in space, whilst ventro-lateral portions were more linked to 89 updating and integrating scene information (Burles, Slone and Giuseppe, 2017). 90 91
Tasks that tap into path integration therefore provide a promising ecological, cognitive 92 framework to detect medial temporal and medial parietal pathophysiology. Not surprisingly, 93 path integration has been already explored in AD ( 96 We have developed previously such a test, the Virtual Supermarket task, which is now used 97 across many large cohorts and drug trials as it can reliably detect path integration differences 98 in preclinical and clinical dementia populations (Tu et al., 2017; Tu et al., 2015) . The VR task 99
reliably measures spatial processes of: i) egocentric self-reference navigation; ii) allocentric 100 map-based navigation and iii) heading direction. For example, we have previously shown 101 that the test allows distinction of behavioural variant fronto-temporal dementia (bvFTD) from 102 AD, with AD showing particularly problems in switching between egocentric and allocentric 103 frames during path integration (Tu et al., 2017) . Importantly, these switching problems in AD 104
were associated with grey matter atrophy in the RSC (Tu et al., 2015) . 105 106
In contrast to the exciting findings in AD, less is known about path integration in VCI, 107 despite path integration potentially allowing as well to tap into parietal deficits in VCI 108 (Haight et The current study leads on from this case study by exploring path integration in a group of 118 VCI patients, and importantly comparing them against a group of AD patients and controls. 119
Navigation will be tested using the Virtual Supermarket task where participants move 120 through the virtual environment to a series of locations and are tested on their egocentric, 121 allocentric and heading direction response. We hypothesise that i) medial parietal mediated 122 egocentric processes will be more affected in VCI; ii) medial temporal mediated allocentric 123 processes will be more affected in AD. integration processes via three core spatial processes: i) egocentric self-reference navigation; 158
ii) allocentric map-based navigation and iii) heading direction. Once the video clip stops, 159 participants indicate in real-life the direction of their starting point (egocentric orientation; 160 Figure 1D ). In a second step, participants indicate their finishing location on a birds-eye view 161 map of the supermarket (allocentric orientation; Figure 1E ), performance is calculated using 162 the distance error (mm) between this and the coordinates of the actual finishing location. This 163 map-based component provides an assessment of geocentric encoding of the virtual 164 environment. The participant then indicates their heading direction at the finishing point, 165
which determines the ability to which heading direction was encoded and updated throughout 166 the task. The tasks consists of 14 trials and takes approximately 10 minutes to complete. 167 168
Clock Orientation test 169
The Clock Orientation test has also been developed by our lab (Coughlan et al., 2018b) as a 170
bedside clinical test for egocentric orientation. It requires participants to imagine they are 171 standing in the centre of a large clock, facing a particular number, e.g., the number 3. 172
Participants are then asked "which number is directly behind you?" (Answer: number 9). 173
Next participants are asked to point, in real-life, to the positions of different numbers on the 174 clock face in relation to the number that they are currently facing. For example, "You are 175 facing number 12, can you point to the number 3?" (Answer: pointing right). The questions 176 increase in complexity across the test and require medial parietal mediated mental imagery, 177 rotation and egocentric processes, with no episodic memory demand. The test consists of 12 178 trials and takes 5-10 minutes to complete. 179 180
Procedure 181
Participants completed a battery of neuropsychological assessments at their home (see Table  182 1 for list of tasks controls. However, there were no significant groups differences between VCI and AD (p>.1) 234 (see figure 2B ). 235 236
Heading direction (correct judgement of facing direction after travel period) did not reveal 237 significant group differences when controlling for age and gender F(2, 34) = 1.11, p > .1, np 2 238 = .06 (see figure 2C ). 239 240
Clock Orientation Test 241
An ANCOVA with age and gender as covariates revealed a significant difference between 242 egocentric responses on the Clock differences were observed (p > .1) (see figure 2D ). 247 248 (Insert Figure. 2) 249 250
Sensitivity and Specificity 251
Sensitivity and specificity of egocentric supermarket and clock test performance in VCI and 252 AD were explored using logistic regression and ROC curves. Logistic regression indicated 253 that the regression model based on egocentric scores of Supermarket and Clock Orientation 254 predictors was statistically significant, X 2 (2) = 16.36, p < .001. The model explained 77% 255 (Nagelkerke R 2 ) of variance in VCI and AD patients and correctly classified 84% of patients 256 (7 out of 9 VCI; 9 out of 10 AD) into their respective cohorts. ROC The 2017) it emerges as a potential powerful cognitive marker to identify early vascular-related 307 pathology. Given the prevalence of vascular related dementia it is surprising that 308 investigation to isolate cognitive deficits unique to this pathology is so sparse. However, 309
based on our findings, it appears that egocentric orientation may be a useful diagnostic tool to 310 discriminate VCI from other neurodegenerative conditions. 311 312
Our study suggests allocentric orientation deficits were not statistically present in AD, only 313 VCI showed significant impairments compared to healthy controls. This does not support our 314 prediction that allocentric deficits would be more profound in AD. The literature suggests 315
allocentric deficits are more prominent in preclinical AD (Coughlan et al., 2019) with a loss 316 in selectivity as the disease stage progresses and deficits become more widespread (Braak &  317 Del Tredici, 2015). Yet, in the early stage AD patients in our study results did not reach 318 significance. One potential explanation for the results observed may be provided by the large 319 range in allocentric scores across the VCI group. VCI is a highly heterogeneous disordered in 320 terms of disease pathology and subsequent cognitive impairments which may account for this 321 variation, compared AD pathology and symptoms are more uniform. Indeed, as evident from 322 Figure 2 , it is clear that AD patients perform differently from controls but this did not reach 323 statistical significance. VCI patients revealed both egocentric and allocentric orientation 324 problems which is likely to represent a disruption to translational and integration processes 325
where both frames are combined to produce effective navigation. This view also explains the 326 reduced visuospatial performance exhibited by the VCI patients during neuropsychological 327 testing across RCFT copy and position discrimination tasks. It is also important to consider 328 the domain of memory when interpreting our findings. Results from the FCSRT suggest VCI 329 patients had significantly worse memory than the AD and control groups, sub-score results 330 indicate this is driven by reduced performance during free recall. This is likely due to the 331 retrieval demands on pre-frontal and parietal structures (Staresina and Davachi, 2006) 1 . Screenshots from the supermarket task, showing A) starting viewpoint, B) 542 movement during example video clip, C) end location of an example video clip, D) onscreen 543
